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The Structure of our Session

5 minutes

25 minutes

10 minutes

25 minutes

10 minutes

15 minutes

Motivation:  Patents and 
Entrepreneurship

Overview of IP Data:  
Sources and Uses

Questions

Applications in Researching 
Entrepreneurship using Patent Data

Questions

Discussions - Questions



Patents (and Intellectual Property more 
generally) and Institutional Studies

Patents qua economic history
The history and development of patent law (Khan; Lameroux)

Patents qua law and economics
Litigation strategies (Lerner and Lanjouw; Somaya)

Patents qua transactional chips
In a knowledge economy, assets are intangible

Patents and markets for technology (Gambardella)
But…

Patents are probabilistic (Shapiro)
Patents and coordination problems (Farrell)

Patents qua law and politics
Ongoing political struggles in legislatures and the courts over the 
technology economy

Patent reform
EU versus US:  Regimes (e.g., opposition)

Patentable subject matter
EU versus US:  Software patentability



Remember this drawing?



What can we find in the patent data?



Prior Art?



Questions for this part of the presentation

• What types of IP information are available?

• How have these data (particularly the patent data) been 
used to study the institutions of innovation?

• Where may I obtain such data?

• What are opportunities, and challenges, in using these 
data?

IP-data based research: current knowledge



Main “Species” of IP Protection:  What’s in 
them, and how can it help me as a researcher?

Patent
Government-granted right to prevent others from using a stated technology

Requirements
Novelty, Usefulness, Non-obviousness, Disclosure

Administrative process, with substantial applicant input
Limited in time, scope
monopoly?  Sort of, but not *really*...

Copyright
Government-granted, and “natural” right protecting authors, creators

Limited? in time, limited to “expression”
Trademark

Government-granted protection for brand marks, “consumer protection”
Limited in subject matter, unlimited in time—but actively protect, maintain

Secrecy
Protection?  

In the US:  valuable information, reasonable efforts, unlimited in time—but 
independent discovery

Observable?



Observable information: what does it look like?





First, some things that are not in the data

What’s not observable?
• No information on products
• No performance data per se
• No sales data

Why not?
• Purpose of disclosure requirements: dissemination of technical and 

legal knowledge, not necessary economically relevant knowledge

What is observable then?
• A lot of information on applicants (firms or people), inventors (firms or 

people), legal terms, the technology
• What information exactly? Depends on geography.  I will focus 

primarily on European and US patent data

Observable information:  Patent data



Europe: 
EPC-EPO

United States: 
US PTO

Observable information: the territories

Japan: 
JPO



Application Examination Publication (since 2001) of the 
Application (but caveat)

Granting of the 
Version 

Approved by the 
Applicant

Withdrawal/Rejection of 
the Patent Application

No

Observable information: US granting procedure

Negotiation, claim amendment

Reexamination Litigation



Grant
Backward References (final)

Final claims

Reexamination &
Outcomes

Litigation & 
Outcomes Granting Process

Outcomes

Application
Applicant and Inventor Information
Backward References (initial)
Initial Claims
Filing Path (Strategy)

Observable information: US granting procedure



Application Formal 
Examination

Publication of the Application and 
Search Report

Request for
examination

Granting of the 
Version Approved 
by the Applicant

YesSubstantial 
Examination

National
Rights

Opposition

Appeal
Withdrawal/Rejection of 
the Patent Application

No

Observable information: the EP granting procedure



Acceleration
PCT I / II

Grant
Final claims

Designated
States

Opposition &
Outcomes

Appeal & 
Outcomes

Granting Procedure
Outcome

Application
Applicant and Inventor Information
Backward References
Filing Path (Strategy)

Observable information: the EP granting procedure

Litigation & 
Outcomes



Relevant information for researchers 

Immediately observable
• Applicant data
• Inventor data
• Technology classes
• Backward references
• Familiy size
• Filing routes (patenting ”strategy”)
• Litigation

Computable
• Forward citations (time lag)
• Originality
• Generality (time lag)

Observable information: a list of data



Interpretating information

Equivalents or ”Family" Information

Contains:
• Designated countries (incl. country code)

Has been applied to the study of:
• Innovation
• Valuation of IP
• Institutional Economics

Some references:
• Lanjouw/Pakes/Putnam (1996); Graham/Harhoff (2006); 

Jensen/Palangkaraya/Webster (2006).



b



Post-grant reviews (e.g., litigation, opposition, etc.)

Contains:
• Information on type of suit challenges (validity or infringement), 

names of parties, outcomes

Has been applied to the study of:
• Valuation of IP
• Competition Analysis
• Institutional Economics

Some references:
• Lerner (1995); Lanjouw/Schankerman (2001); Harhoff/Scherer/Vopel

(2003); Somaya (2003); Graham/Hall/Harhoff/Mowery (2003); 
Harhoff/Reizig (2004); Lanjouw/Lerner (2004); Graham/Harhoff (2006)

Interpretating information



Forward Citations

Contains:
• Information on how often/by whom a patent is referenced as relevant 

prior art during subsequent patent examination processes

Has been applied to the study of:
• Valuation of IP
• Social network theory
• Technological pathways
• Knowledge flows

Some references:
Trajtenberg (1990); Trajtenberg/Jaffe/Henderson (1997); Stuart (1998); 
Mowery/A.Ziedonis (2001); Harhoff, et al (2004); Hall/Jaffe/Trajtenberg 
(2005); Gambardella et al (2006)

Interpretating information





Research areas previously explored using patent data:

Competition analysis
Firm Strategy
Innovation
Institutional Economics
Knowledge flows 
Social network theory
Strategic alliances
Valuation of intangible resources

And in the future? ...

Interpreting information





Data sources

”Free but raw,” offical registers, designed for case-based research.  
No computed indicators

• EPOLINE
• USPTO

”Free, not raw, but used”
• NBER (Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg, 2000)

• US patent data complete 1975-1999 (with some data 1963-2002)
• Standard indicators (incl. forward cites) computed

• NSF (Cockburn, et al., 2005)
• Multi-year update of the NBER data, with link-outs

Commercial providers
• Micropatent
• Derwent

Collecting information



Using information

Opportunities and Challenges??
The costs to using data have fallen (and continue) 

NBER/NSF database 
Computing power

Uncertain rewards to using the current data
Does the use of data become expected, or passé?

Likely rewards at the frontier
New applications, employing greater institutional 
knowledge (and methodological skills)

Other Data
Copyright
Trademark
Secrecy?


